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The sport gag show you've always been dreaming for.

Ready steady go! It's a series of short animation programs putting on stage a touching character daring

many different sports not without any trouble! Far from been an athlete, still, he makes us smile and laugh.

A speechless series, for the young and the elder, full of humor and gags that will put you in a good mood.

Some sports: football, surfing, basketball, boxing, tennis, sailing ,etc ... Smiles and laughter guaranteed.

Ready steady go!, 53x1’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564202

501

Version(s) available:
No Dialogue

“We Come In Peace” is a bestiary gathering all kinds of creatures living on an harsh and unknown planet

where anything can happen at anytime like sky falling rocks.

Endlessly in search, these creatures are looking for an answer, to the one and only question they have:

what is there to do with rocks, holes, lianas, or puddles when you have no arms and no brain. An off track

series, both odd and fascinating.

We come in peace, 26x1’20 http://vimeo.com/album/1564225

502

Version(s) available:
No Dialogue

“Hopla” is a famous animation series dedicated to kids from 0 to 3 years old.

There is Hopla the rabbit, and his friends Onki the pig, Nina the littlle bear, and Lola the little cat living in a

warm and friendly atmosphere. “Hopla” stimulates children's natural curiosity by playing memory games

and guessing games, repeating objects, counting, playing recognition games with colors and shapes. It's a

successful licensing property products.

This series is now available in HD, and new episodes should come soon.

Hopla, 208 x 5’ & Books & Merchanding http://vimeo.com/album/1758559

700

Version(s) available:
No Dialogue

The series stars Nelly, a mouse, Caesar, a frog, and their friends: Fred the beaver, Mina the squirrel, and

Leo the hedgehog. Stories deal with simple issues and concepts introduced through the daily life

adventures of Nelly & Caesar and their friends.

In each episode, “Nelly & Caesar” invite the audience to join them in a game inspired by the story. This

"learn through play" approach gives children something positive to imitate and to respond to, drawing upon

the success of the “Nelly & Caesar” educational franchise.

Nelly & Caesar, 52x7’ & Books & Merchanding http://vimeo.com/album/1759270

701

Version(s) available:
English
French
Arabic

German

1
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Tom, the main character of this series, is a huge dinosaur, very nice and good fun who travels around the

world with two children, Wanda and Tip, whilst he teaches them how to better appreciate the world in

which we live: Tom is fond of nature and he will try to correct some mistakes of humans, teaching us to

love the Earth. On the island where he lives, Tom will always have place for his friends…

Some destinations of our friends: Rio, Las Vegas, Venize, Amsterdam, Moscow, India, Kenya, Egypt,

London, Paris, etc ...

Tom, 39x 26’- 52x1’30 & Books & Merchanding https://vimeo.com/album/1925969

703

Version(s) available:
French
English
German
Italian

2
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400 years ago, in Japan, a revolutionary art was to be born and to influence the greatest occidental artists

of the end of the 19th century, the UKIYO-E « floating world images ».

The concept and the objectives of the film is, on one side, to show, teach and make discover Japanese art

(Japan stamps-engravings), and on other side, demonstrate the influence of Japanese stamps on

occidental modern art, by showing in comparison some of the most famous paintings (Impressionism or

paintings by Van Gogh).

A wonderful trip in a world of beauty and discover.

Ukiyo-e, floating world images, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19663974

48

Version(s) available:
French
English

Every year, works of art of great value are smuggled out of African countries and sold on the international

antiques market. For the first time, a documentary tells with full details the itinerary of a sacred object of

particular importance.

The author has been able to decrypt and reveal each aspect of the story: beginning with the

circumstances of the theft, the motivations which led the thieves to sell the item, as well as the role of the

accomplices, the intervention of corruption, as well as the evolution of mind-sets and influence of Islam.

The inquest takes place in Dogon country, Mali.

Gods for Sale, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19655262

50

Version(s) available:
French
English

A man and a woman, two artists and a love story that starts in the 50’s in Paris, that will last until the end

of theirs lives, until the end of the century. The film tells us the fantastic love story between Niki de Saint

Phalle and Jean Tinguely two world famous sculptors, icons of the 20th C.

Together, they did not have children but created monumental sculptures, everywhere in the world. Totems

« to make people happy » said Niki.

For this film we got unique access to unpublished documents, film archives and drawings. A unique film.

Niki de Saint Phalle and Jean Tinguely, the bonnie and clyde of art, 55’ http://vimeo.com/20199028

72

Version(s) available:
English
German
French

This film uses images of people being tattooed and interviews with devoted followers to immerse us in the

world of the traditional Japanese tattooing art form known as Irezumi.

We discover an entire life philosophy where, through understanding and the belonging to a certain group,

the body is entirely transformed.

The film reveals the meaning behind these tattoos, the shared values of this group of followers as well as

the life philosophy that hides behind this body transformation and one which is in stark contrast to

conventional Japanese traditions.

Irezumi, the traditional Japanese tattoo, 25’ https://vimeo.com/68132142

161

Version(s) available:
French
English

3
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This series of short programs invites us to discover the 13 most important works of the very innovative

“gallery of time” of the Louvre-Lens Museum.

"The gallery of time" is the only place in the world where you can see, in one space, in a geographical and

chronological way, the greatest works of the history of humanity.

Louvre-Lens Museum, the gallery of time, 13x3’ https://vimeo.com/259140691

22 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

4
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In May 1982, the Argentine writer Julio Cortàzar wrote “Los autonautas de la cosmopista”, a log-book of a

trip from Paris to Marseille without ever leaving the motorway, stopping at every rest area.

Sebastian Martinez’ documentary takes the same trip, using the originality of the concept to create a new,

free, independent experience.

This personal film looks at our society from a different angle. Sebastian Martinez and his wife «plunge»

into the motorway and surprise us with the people they meet and the view they give us. A must.

Paris - Marseille, 70’ http://vimeo.com/19967936

270

Version(s) available:
French
English
English

Once upon a journey, ten contemporary storytellers of different cultures create an imaginary epic story.

The aromas of cultures, the taste of words and the perfume of travelling carry us from one storyteller to the

next. Like an epic story, this film oscillates between imagination and reality, the inner world and the outside

world, documentary and fiction. An ode to orality.

Surya, from eloquence to dawn, 76’ http://vimeo.com/21453783

8

Version(s) available:
French
English
German

5
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The Kenyan long-distance runners arrive in February every year, at the beginning of the season. They

have come to run for their living, by winning amateur meets one weekend after another.

A race against time: while the tourist visa lasts, they can earn enough to provide for their families for 4 to 6

months.

They introduce us to a strange little world where some race for fun and health, and others run for a living –

run to exhaustion with only one thing in mind: surviving by earning the modest prizes offered. A North-

South encounter off the beaten track.

Running men, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19980858

255

Version(s) available:
French
English

In 1994 “the thousand hills radio” in Rwanda followed minute by minute the last genocide of the 20th

century when over a million people died.

The Democratic Republic of Congo also experienced a devastating civil war that produced millions of

victims.

With the help of journalists, Radio Okapi was born from a will to do things differently: to bring people fair

and balanced information and to make radio an instrument of peace.

Radio Okapi, the peace weapon, 52‘ http://vimeo.com/19928729

6

Version(s) available:
French
English

« The first time I saw a white person, I was stunned, I thought that white people were strange animals or

gods and I thought they never ate meat, but when I came closer to them, I realized that they are like us,

except that they are some kind of superiors ».

These words are spoken by Eria, an 8 years old boy from Uganda. With some of his friends, they share

with us their own viewpoint on Africa and white people.

They give us an uncanny and amazing perspective on the world that questions our own vision of African

people and their continent.

You white people, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19662082

279

Version(s) available:
French
English
Catalan

It doesn’t take long to lose hope at the prison on the island of Nosy Lava.

Built in 1911, the prison still functions as a prison from the past. The model system from the French

colonial period has been continued by the Madagascan state despite the fact that independence came in

1960. It is in this prison that the last inmates, some of whom were sentenced by the French authorities in

1960, live out their lives totally forgotten and with no hope for the future.

Today there are 200 prisoners left. They are prisoners from a history that is not their own, prisoners who

have been left behind in the past. Some of these men finished serving their sentences more than 35 years

ago. It is a miracle that there are those who survive at all.

Island of the damned, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19980955

14

Version(s) available:
French
English

6
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The dragon house portrays the confrontation between tradition and modernity which the Kingdom of

Bhutan is currently experiencing.

This is done by means of two Bhutanese characters: a young Buddhist monk, heir to the local tradition,

and the first disc jockey who dare playing House and Techno music in the small Himalayan kingdom.

The dragon house, 80’ & 55’ http://vimeo.com/25174036

93

Version(s) available:
Spanish
Catalan

Sometimes ideologies and religious beliefs become theories that, at times, transcend human beings.

Perhaps the wisest thing to do would be to start back and try to know ourselves better, our origins, our

respective civilizations.

And try to create positive approximations based on peace and mutual understanding. What we want to do

is to learn what the ordinary people are like, how they foresee their future and what aids can we find that

could help us to live in harmony together.

Nexos, 13 x 52’ http://vimeo.com/album/1610188

156

Version(s) available:
Spanish
English
Arabic

"My Neighbourhood is Not for Sale" is a riveting exposition of democracy in action against a proposed

$300 million development, including shops, hotel, cinemas, nightclubs, bars, on one of the most coveted

sites in Australia , the neighborhood of Estran St Kilda, Melbourne.

Shocked at the size and nature of the development, the community galvanized to oppose it. “Triangle

Wars” captures the fascinating battle between a passionate community, an intractable local government

and a powerful development consortium, as heads roll and careers are destroyed, led by 3 men at the

heart of the conflict...

My neighbourhood is not for sale, 52’ & 90’ https://vimeo.com/63399597

9

Version(s) available:
English
English

The novelist Nevil Shute predicted the devastating impact of nuclear proliferation in his novel: ON THE

BEACH.

He said that "man and machines are out of control". His deduction is highlighted by the shocking

catastrophe in Fukushima.  Shute’s vision is prophetic and uncanny.

FALLOUT is a reminder of the precarious nature of nuclear proliferation, and of Shute’s prophetic vision as

a novelist.

Fallout, 85’ https://vimeo.com/68142697

89

Version(s) available:
English

Japanese

7
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In Mali close to Bamako, live the sand fishermen. These men make their living by "fishing" sand from 5 to

10 meters underwater. They created an economic channel from "another age", a dangerous activity for the

men, a threat for the river ecosystem. Between men obligations, the environment protection and the will of

few to industrialize the activity, we follow Amadou Tanappo, 17 years old, who left his hometown to

become a sand fisherman like his brother.

Sand fishermen, 50’ https://vimeo.com/98122669

160

Version(s) available:
French
English

In the heart of the Togian Islands, the Bajos follow a way of life dictated by the sea. This is the place

where lives Dafrin, thirty five, his wife and five children. The accumulated experience of Badjo community

is passed on to following generations, either boys or girls. Indeed, in the village, everybody fishes –

grandparents, parents, even the children.

Though, imposed settlements, disappearance of fishing areas and global warming represent serious

threats to these people. However the Bajos keep on living in harmony with the sea over the ages.

A Badjo family in Sulawesi, 80’ & 52’ https://vimeo.com/110477696

326

Version(s) available:
French

At the edge of the lake Lugu, in Yunnan, the Mosuos form a unique society in the world. Ignoring the rules

of marriage, they don’t believe in the oath of fidelity. The people of Mosuos praise the virtues of free love,

while women take care of the family all year long. Touentou is only 21, but has already got two little

babies, each one of them from a different father, fitting perfectly in her society, surrounded by her parents.

Touentou, girl of fire, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90840356

327

Version(s) available:
French
English

Among Kuria people, in south east Kenya, woman-to-woman marriage: “ Nyumba Ntobu or Nyumba

Mboké” is a tradition which comes from the beginning of times. This practice named allows an aged

woman without descendant to marry a young girl who has children or old enough to bear some. The

women become then, just like men, heads of families.

They manage themselves responsibilities of household. This documentary directed in Eastern area of

Victoria Lake is an encounter with three households, three unusual couples of Kuria women.

Mariage for women of Kuria’s tribe, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90840691

328

Version(s) available:
French

8
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Mayotte owes its plural and unique identity to crossbreeding and history as shown by the sequence of

Great Wedding, a series of sumptuous celebrations in which, however, the bride does not take part. It the

case for Faizat who stays cooped up un her room, as required by traditions, while outside her whole family

is involved in organizing feasts, dances and songs which punctuate the festivities .

Along these two weeks, the director follows the bustling every day life of Faizat’s family who is doing

everything to ensure this Weeding is a success.

Faizat and the wedding of the lagoon, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90840969

330

Version(s) available:
French

What most makes the North of Madagascar uniqueness is its independence showcased thru its people,

the "Antankaranas", who are also called "The people from the rock". The Ankarana mostly holds a

traditional and cultural role for its people. Historically, the "Antankarana" are probably the people who had

opposed the most barbaric resistance ever, faced with the Merina domination because of untameable

defences of the Tsingy of Ankarana, because this limestone labyrinth, housing numerous grottos, served

as shelter the Antankarana.

In the Antankaranas’ country, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90841096

331

Version(s) available:
French

The Betsileo whose name means “the many Invicibles” is the third largest ethnic group in Madagascar.

They are farmers, livestock breeders, but above all, excellent rice growers. Indeed, mosaic of terrace

paddy fields punctuating this route testifies their know-how and Indonesian origin. The area harbors a

great diversity of traditions which a series of characters reveal to us. Thus, through all these encounters,

the director discloses the daily life and identity of Betsileo people.

Meeting in Betsileo’s territory, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90841218

332

Version(s) available:
French

Stuck between sky and earth, the Humla valley is one of the most unreachable in Nepal. This valley is also

land of Nyimba people, a community which follows custom of fraternal polyandry. This custom avoids

division of farmlands. In order to survive in these harsh conditions each family is built up around a sole

household and a sole wife.

This is the case for Gharjuwa who is married to all brothers from a family. With much delicacy she tells us

about this life of sharing and solidarity beside her four husbands who bore her four children.

Gharjuwa, married woman from the forgotten valley, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90841409

333

Version(s) available:
French
English

9
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Mauritania is characterized by diversity of its people and its societies but manages to unite thanks to

Islam. White Moorish, also known as Beydanes, retained great respect for woman from legacy of

Almoravids and nomadic Berber culture. As a result, she is given much more power than in other Muslim

societies. Meniha, Alia and Aïcha live in the heart of Adrar highlands, they let us discover life of these

Beydanes, these desert women whose beauty is a whole people’s pride.

Meniha, Alia, Aïcha, Queens of desert, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90841752

334

Version(s) available:
French

To get into the state of Meghalaya it means setting foot in a feminine universe.According to the tradition,

the sole owners of the land are the women, and their heritage goes to their daughters and no to their sons.

We will discover a quaint society compared with the rest of India, widely dominated by men, through three

khadduhs’ life: a twenty year old student whose name is Bashisha, an older woman, Koina , who is about

forty, and Helinda, a woman in her sixties.

Women from an other India, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90841897

335

Version(s) available:
French
English

The Nepalese side of Teraï spreads from the large, fertile plains of the Gange all the way to the Northern

edge of the country It is right next to India, this strip of land is cut into two areas, Eastern Teraï and

Western Teraï. It is in Western Teraï, during winter that we found out about the life of a Rana Taru through

a girl called Ram Beti 19 years-old, stuck between two different worlds. One very old, very traditional,

while the other, is much modern.

Ram Beti : Princess of Teraï, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90842116

337

Version(s) available:
French
English

Nora Trisna is Minangkabau and lives in Sumatra, a land of canyons and lakes which name still evokes a

wild land. She shares her time between domestic tasks, education of her children and late midwife studies,

instances the special status of the Minang woman who is owner of the land and responsible for the lineage

continuity. She makes us discover her daily life in which is expressed a rich ancestral culture.

Nora Trisna: woman in country Minang, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90842206

338

Version(s) available:
French
English

10
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To go until the Antongil bay in Mdagascar, one should buckle down and show a kind of unconsciousness.

However those who take the bad track leading to this place see their efforts widely awarded. Firstly, this

road offers the vision of genuine landscapes in the heart of a preserved wild life sanctuary.

Then, as discovering the widest bay of Madagascar, the one who in the past sheltered Portuguese sailors,

Dutch boats and served as filibusters’ hang out, we easily understands that the today shut-in lasts for

several centuries.

In the heart of Betsimisaraka lands, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90842352

339

Version(s) available:
French

In the village of Nanagadé, at the north of Benin, lays the province of Atakora.This is the story of Kuodi,

her habits, her every day life. Kuodi’s life is divided in two parts: her family, still representing strong

ancestral traditions, and her future, that she is trying to build by going to school. In fact, she is one of the

most assiduous students of her class. However, she was unfortunately the only one among her other

sisters that was able to get a decent level in education, which will give her better chances to staying away

from what they call “the trade”...

Kuodi, Villager of Benin, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90842464

340

Version(s) available:
French

It is said that the people of Guatemala live in a remote area somewhere inside the land, on the edges of

the Lake Atitlan maybe? In the heart of this land, home of the “corn men”, is where the cakchiquels live.

They are one of the several so-called ethnic groups of this country, regularly hit by wars and natural

disasters. It is also here that we will meet Maria and her family.

This joyful girl takes us through her village, along the paths of the thousand-year-old legends from the

Lake, and the traditional habits of her people, such as weaving.

Flora and the Atitlan lake, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90842552

341

Version(s) available:
French
English

In the East of Uzbekistan region, at the foot of the great mountain, ranges of Central Asia, extends the

Ferghana Valley. In this film we discover the people who are living there trying to hold together the

traditions deeply rooted based on Islam and the modernity growing day after day. We meet some of the

inhabitants of cities and fields that share with us their lives, their work, and their hopes for the future.

Uzbekistan, the valley of Ferghana, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90842783

342

Version(s) available:
French
English

11
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The story of the Ibans, the original inhabitants of Borneo. If the name of sea Dayak is still officially in use, it
is inappropriate because the Ibans of Borneo are mainly populations of rivers and hills whose economy is
based on rice cultivation. To meet them, you have to get off the beaten track, at least for the Malaysian
part of the island. Ibans of Borneo are among the forgotten people. They have the particularity of living
close to nature while respecting it and even sometimes worshiping it...

An Iban family in Borneo, 52’ https://vimeo.com/99808179

352

Version(s) available:
French

In many societies, including our, women struggle to assert their identity and their place alongside men.

But in some minority population, women have always had a prominent social status.

Always in harmony and with a deep respect for the man, they hold the reins of social bonds. Some of them

possess the land and the name and hand it over.

Others have followed ancient traditions to help them seize their rights..

These women are talking here, from China, Mayotte, Indonesia, India, Nepal, Kenya and Mauritania.

They tell their everyday as mothers, wives but above all as free women.

Women of the world, 10x52’ https://vimeo.com/album/2828736

325

Version(s) available:
French
English

The Vezo are a people of the sea. For a long time, they lived on their boats from beaches to creeks

looking for fishes.

They saw themselves as creatures of the sea as well as fish or other seafood.

This film explores these people very close to the sea and living within the spirit of live "To be free as a

bird".

A Vezo family Lord of the ocean, 53’ https://vimeo.com/116334880

351 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

In many societies, including our, women struggle to assert their identity and their place alongside men.

But in some minority population, women have always had a prominent social status.

Always in harmony and with a deep respect for the man, they hold the reins of social bonds. Some of them

possess the land and the name and hand it over.

Others have followed ancient traditions to help them seize their rights..

These women are talking here, from China, India, Nepal, Sumatra.

They tell their everyday as mothers, wives but above all as free women.

Women of Asia, 5x52’ https://vimeo.com/album/2828736

358

Version(s) available:
French
English

12
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The Warao Indians are living in an isolated area of Venezuela in the middle of the forest, along a river.

Cristina, our main character, is married for 40 years to Julio and they had 13 children together.

Those peoples live, with few exceptions, all times in full respect of the ancestral traditions.

Those people assign humanity and soul to everything that lives around them and establishes rules that

define the relationships between people, animals and plants. This film explores their daily lives and

believes in an incredible location.

A warao family in Venezuela, 52’ https://vimeo.com/124533200

359 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

This series open our eyes on peoples living very close to nature with their ancestral beliefs.

Each film introduise us to a unique protected nature, which like men have, have to face more and more the

pressure from the modern world and the global warming.

Through the inside of the daily life of a family, we meet those peoples from the end of the world trying to

keep their roots and beliefs alive and facing modernity.

Families from other lands, 4x52’ https://vimeo.com/album/3342775

360 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

13
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The Secrets of Modern Winemaking explores the past, present and future of wine throughout the world.

Through the portraits of vintners, visits to some of the world's unusual and sometimes little known wine

producing regions. The series shows the cultural underpinnings of something that is much more than a

drink.

The light is done on emerging vineyards Like in the United States and Hungary,explaining their success.

This series has us meet the men and women who draw from the earth its most precious resources and

then seal them in a bottle, from Argentina to Greece passing by France.

The secrets of modern winemaking, 26’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564186

18

Version(s) available:
French
English

“A Glass of Terroir” aims to provide wine lovers, whether seasoned enthusiasts or true wine neophytes,

with a better understanding of the characteristics and differences between France's major wine producing

regions.

We follow a couple of two wine amateurs as they travel across France to meet with internationally renown

producers who share their unique visions of ‘terroir’ and help us understand the relationships between old

world wines and new world wines.

There is never a dull moment as these two wine lovers follow their passion and curiosity in effort to learn

more about the art, and of course, the pleasure, of tasting wine.

A glass of Terroir, 26x13’ & 6x52’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564181

87

Version(s) available:
French
English

Documentary series showing the work of some leading Spanish chefs. The programme looks at the

restaurants listed with one star or more in the Michelin guide: Arzak, Subijana, Berasategui & Arbelaitz.

Each episode is also intended to act as a guide to the different cities where the chefs are based. A

manifique report that will whet your appetite.

Eating among the stars, 4x30’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564216

111

Version(s) available:
Spanish
English

Five approaches to a shared passion. In an area of barely 30 km in Northern of Spain, culinary Basque

artist chefs Arzak, Arbelaitz, Berasategui, Aduriz and Subijana amass a collection of stars and awards

rarely found elsewhere on the planet.

This series depict a frieze in which, despite their biographical and professional proximity, every cook

blooms with its own personality.

Five Stars, Spanish chefs, 5x55’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564217

126

Version(s) available:
Spanish
English

14
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As the success of the cook show on Tv has demonstrated, gastronomy has become an art of living in its

own rights. Combining a love of fine comestibles and a search for authentic values and roots, rediscover

the French regional diversity and culture through typical dishes such as bouillabaisse, cassoulet or

choucroute.

Dishes: bouillabaisse, couscous, cassoulet, choucroute, aligot and truffade, moules frites (mussels and

chips), escargots de Bourgogne, boeuf bourgignon, confit en Gascogne, matelote sur le Rhin

A question of taste, 10x26’ https://vimeo.com/90866668

112

Version(s) available:
French
English

15
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“A world without Polio“ traces the fight against a forgotten disease that continues to destroy many lives in

2004. An exemplary fight where science and solidarity meet.

To add new light on the discussion, this documentary takes a look at the chain of solidarity against

poliomyelitis, a disease that caused as much affliction as AIDS and one that still has not been eradicated

today. «A world without Polio» is a film where history, science and solidarity come together with a single

objective: the definitive eradication of polio in the near future.

A world without polio, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19709072

278

Version(s) available:
French
English

Bhutan is a country that is immensely rich in medicinal plants.

This has led Europe to invest in and be supplied by these plantations. At a time when this activity

represents one of the few connections that the eastern kingdom has with the outside world.

The secret of Bhutan, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19738630

96

Version(s) available:
English
Spanish

16
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1983, Thomas Sankara becomes president of Burkina Faso. A gun in one hand and Karl Marx works in

the other this young captain was poised to shake the foundations of his country with ardor and altruism.

On the international scene, he is one of the first African head of states to openly challenge power relations

between North and South. Through archival footage, collaborators and testimony, this film draws the

legend of the "AFRICAN CHE".

Thomas Sankara, the upright man, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19660221

280

Version(s) available:
French
English

The Algerian war broke out back in 1st November 1954. Louisette, Eliette and Fatma, go back to where it

all happened in Algiers and tell us their story of their commitment to put an end to social injustice. Our film

will be a quest to understand the identity of a generation of women and men who have never spoken out

about this war.

Women of the algerian war, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19708902

21

Version(s) available:
French
English

The English Channel has always fascinated men, who have sought to pit themselves against it. Since its

sucessfull crossing by Louis Blériot, the Channel is a reference.

The documentary also stresses, the important strategic and political role of this stretch of the sea that lies

between France and England. It is a sea that both separates and brings closer. That ambivalence gives

the English Channel its special character. And these exploits of all kinds line the route of Europe.

To cross the channel at any time, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19695472

51

Version(s) available:
French
English

Documentary that runs through the one hundred years of history of the mythical cars, "Rolls-Royce", which

is synonymous with luxury and power. The documentary starts out from the origins of the founders of the

company who gave it its name and continues up to the present day.

It contains some magnificent archive pictures, as well as modern footage of all the models that have been

made both in Spain and in the UK.

Rolls-Royce, the ecstasy of passion, 1x55’ http://vimeo.com/19708958

155

Version(s) available:
Spanish
English

17
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“World War I, Memories from Occupied Northern France”, gathers the testimonies of the last survivors of

World War I in the Artois, North of France, between 1914 and 1918. The most dreadful Great War-battles

took place in this area.

The millions of shells felt on this land, and the thousands of dead bodies still resting in the soil... definitely

impacted men and women's lives, who now have died.This film is dedicated to them.

World War I, memories from french occupied, 2x52’ http://vimeo.com/album/1688242

281

Version(s) available:
French
English

This production was undertaken to commemorate the 500th anniversary of the birth of the great navigator

Andrés Ochoa de Urdaneta y Cerain (1508-1568) and it offers a new vision of Urdaneta through interviews

with numerous individuals who consider him to be one of the greatest navigators in History, at the level of

Christopher Columbus or James Cook.

The one-hour documentary describes his important seafaring feats, his direct relations with Emperor

Charles V and King Philip II, his activities in the Viceroyalty of New Spain (today Mexico).

Urdaneta, 60’ http://vimeo.com/24709113

151

Version(s) available:
Spanish
English

Since 1920, the North of France has been taking in a Polish wave of immigrants, including the Jews

incomers who lately gave birth to the Lens Jewish community, composed of 991 souls in 1940 and who

had to face up to the persecution.

Thanks to a unique research work, this movie relates these families’ destinies in the specific context of the

region that was ruled by a German commandment based in Brussels.

This film recounts about individual and family trajectories, showing both faces and life courses. On

September the 11th of 2012 we celebrated the 70th anniversary of the rounding up of Jews in Lens, in

which 449 people perished.

The tragic fate of a Jewish community, 56’ https://vimeo.com/113091535

11

Version(s) available:
French
English

The film “Tous à la neige” traces nearly half a century of the history of the practice and discovery of winter

sports and school holidays.

It’s an opportunity to put into perspective both yesterday and today and to live what is happening in terms

of discovery and education in these extraordinary moments of school life.

Snow time !, 52’ https://vimeo.com/91414163

580

Version(s) available:
French

18
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This mini-series staged in their lobby the neighbors of a building from all cultural origins.

Always caustic, never bad, sometimes in bad faith, everyone is targeted, just to show that every one of us,

we have prejudices ...

Racism, sexuality, religion, customs, food habits cultural. An entertaining series, often spices and

sometimes disturbing.

Babelgium, 20x2’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564204

1001

Version(s) available:
French
English

Under the eye of a camera, this series is exploring the life of a company throughits elevator car. Beautiful

and tragic rea of promiscuity, the elevator reveals the challenges of human communication. Digest of

Humanity, the elevator is the lifeline that floor, makes crossing for better or for worst, our characters.

An hilarious and offbeat series in which one you can recognize a colleague, the boss or your secretary...

The marvellous flying box, 50x2’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564207

1002

Version(s) available:
French
English

19
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"Cook'n Live" invites to trips that appeal to all the senses. By looking into the kitchens, we immerse into

the different areas of Europe. We look for regional specialities and we will go to markets, to cheese dairies

and wine cellars, to farmers, shepherds, fishermen and craftsmen.

With their help, the films not only offer original recipes to follow, but also give an insight into the traditions,

every day life, and history of a place, where families have lived for centuries. "Cook'n Live" offers unusual

glimpses into Europe's kitchens.

Cook’n live, 152x26’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564172

1

Version(s) available:
German
English
English

"Epicurean Escapade" is a series of excursions exploring food, vineyards and winemaking, cultural

heritage, history and tourism. It is a window into today's world. "Epicurean Escapade" is a high-quality,

entertaining, dynamic, captivating series entirely dedicated to up-close encounters and discoveries of

some one hundred regions and cities throughout the world, with a special emphasis on local gastronomy.

"Epicurean Escapade" is a series for everyone, a light entertaining and pleasant way to explore the world

we live in.

Epicurean escapade, 140x26’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564173

17

Version(s) available:
French
English

Romantic Cities is a serie that makes us discover many town in world wich are synonym of love and

passion.  Paris, capital of love, but also Athens : fascinating and beautiful city, Amsterdam : The Venice of

the north, London : the impressive metropolys, The Venice carnival, Miami and the Florida keys and many

others. Let transport yourselves by this stream of romanticism.

No dialogue

Romantic cities, 7x52’ https://vimeo.com/album/1564210

86

Version(s) available:
No Dialogue

Seaside Resorts are more than just places where you can swim and enjoy beach: there are unique

architecture and lifestyle places. This series presents stories of the "behind the scenes" perspective

panders to the viewers' curiosity and gives them the feeling of actually living there.

The stories of the various protagonists are not the focus of interest; they are just the vehicles for a

representation of a world that is intensely retrospective and surprisingly modern at the same time. We

discover: Deauville (France), Brighton (UK), Sochi (Russia), Heringsdorf (Germany), Forte dei Marmi

(Italia).

Seaside Resorts, 5x52’ https://vimeo.com/37794031

73

Version(s) available:
French
English
German

20
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Fair tourism is more and more popular. The serie is highlighting groups of men and women who chose a

responsible way to travel.

We are discovering eight destinations: eight possibilities of fair tourism in eight regions of the world which

share a strong tourism attraction and a weak economical development.

When tourism means local and ethical development, the relationship between visitors and local people

steps onto a new path: a new vision of trade that you can discover here.The destinations are: Sri Lanka,

Benin, Vietnam, Senegal, Madagascar, Guyane, Burkina Faso, Botswana.

On the road of fair trade tourism, 8x52’ https://vimeo.com/album/2097137

159

Version(s) available:
French

Short Breaks is a filers series from 4 to 11 minutes to discover a mix of heritage , history and culture of the

most beautiful places in the world .

The series opens mind on knowledge and dialogue of cultures, and showcases the heritage, the history,

the customs and traditions of the different locations. It’s highlight the diversity of the countries visited. It

invites the viewer to enrich his mind by these discoveries .

Short Breaks, ( 4’-11’) x 51 https://vimeo.com/album/5067931

100

Version(s) available:
French
English

A discovery of Cap d'Agde through soft mobility: by train, bike, boat or horse, looking for curiosities of the

region related to the different lifestyles.

This documentary proposes to discover the territory in 10 scenes shot from Cap d'Agde to Pézenas,

reflections of the wealth of the Hérault Méditerranée territory and to take us to meet the local characters,

all passionate, simply authentic and attached to their roots.

The Cap d’Agde, black pearl of the Mediterranean, 52’ https://vimeo.com/259139270

650 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

21
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The shadows of vultures are back, is taking us to a region shared by men and vultures: the Pyrenees. This

symbolic species of the wildlife has almost went out in the fifties.

Thanks to the program of reintroduction and to the work of the scientists, this species is flourishing in

perfect harmony with the man and his pastoral activities. Far from being a threat, vultures became part of

the pastoral world.

Men and vultures, a successful common share, 52’ https://vimeo.com/44093888

85

Version(s) available:
French

Iceland, is a small island in the North Atlantic, a land of contrasts with a rough and wild nature, made of

glaciers, volcanoes, and expanses of desert...

A thousand leagues away from her dailylife, the sailor Anne Le Helley explores this country with its

surprising beauty and ancient culture: between visiting hot springs and geysers, she learned the tricotreck,

meditates near Lake Myvat, climbed a glacier, learns Icelandic gastronomy and legends aboutd trolls and

other Nordic elves.

Iceland, land of ice and fire, 52’ https://vimeo.com/52927496

12

Version(s) available:
French

Mongolia, is a land of contrasts, immensity and diversity. The country is expanding from the colorful

markets and Buddhist temples in the capital Ulan Bator to the traditional yurts of nomads living in the

steppes.

This film takes us to the discovery of a country shared between tradition and modernity. We meet joyful

and friendly people with ancients cultures. And this, despite the fact that everything around seems to be

arid and wild.

Mongolia: a blue sky country, 52’ https://vimeo.com/52988890

13

Version(s) available:
French
French

Sharing a part of Benin, Burkina Faso and Niger, the park of W is a biospheric reserve considered as one

of most important in the world. It has all species of the African savannah: elephants, antelopes, warthogs,

monkeys, lions, panthers... But environmental protection and reality of life do not do always good

housework...

Park W in Nigeria, 52’ https://vimeo.com/90840829

329

Version(s) available:
French

22
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Pollution in the city, in the mountains, on our coasts and in our countryside. Every day, we evolve among

small waste and various pollutions without even knowing their source or their possible consequences.

This waste is sometimes so familiar to us that we do not even notice it anymore. Yet, asking questions

about them can only encourage the emergence of answers. These environmental issues are vital for future

generations. Pollution is everyone's business.

Green and unripe, 52’ https://vimeo.com/91414500

584

Version(s) available:
French

In an increasingly industrialized world, crumbling under the weight of stress, noise and pollution, the

mountains offer an oasis of serenity, a place of communion with nature to rediscover the simple pleasures

of life. More than 50 million tourists go to the mountains each year, during summer as well as winter,

attracted by the majestic beauty of its summits, the many sports activities that take place there and the

more traditional lifestyle of its inhabitants. A return to the roots, to nature, a healthier and simpler one. But

this growing affluence is a growing threat, increasingly disrupting the mountain ecosystem, one of the

richest and most fragile sources of biodiversity in the world.

White as snow, 52’ https://vimeo.com/259135366

654 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

Every two years, in the north of Iceland, one of the most surprising equestrian gatherings in the world

takes place.

For a week, will mix Indian and cowboys, but also more than 1000 Icelandic horses engaged in pageant

competitions.

Islande, land of horses, 52’ https://vimeo.com/259132898

663 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

In France, along our shores, dolphins, whales, turtles and seabirds are the main victims of the strong

pressure exerted by human activity on the maritime domain. We share the daily life of scientists,

naturalists and professionals of the sea, who are present all year-round on the ground and who try to

evaluate the impact of the human activities on the protected species.

Damn it !, 52’ https://vimeo.com/258791433

675 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

23
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In the Far North exists Tysfjord, sometimes called "Yosemite, feet in the water". A hard to access territory,

it is composed of majestic and deep fjords, surrounded by imposing cliffs which plunge right into the sea.

From this original setting was born the idea of the team Rail & Ride: to discover these secret valleys

through the most accessible way on location, the sea. It is thus in a sea kayak, on a water of just over 0 °,

that the band of Savoyard friends started. These images capture their unique adventure, halfway between

an adventure film and an event log of a story of friends and ethnological exploration.

Tysfjord, Anta’s kids, 52’ https://vimeo.com/259956989

645 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

« Travel in the Laurentians » is based on the common past of France and Quebec to tell the story of a

young Frenchman discovering Canadian lands and what remains of our common heritage ... He will

discover a society, culture and people that are different, yet so similar in certain points.

From a snowmobile ride in the vast spaces of the country to the nightlife of the big cities, let's rediscover

our cousins across the Atlantic.

Travel in the Laurentians, 52’ https://vimeo.com/259126553

646 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

24
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On this Good Friday, the narrow streets of Jerusalem's Old City is teeming with tourists and pilgrims. In

this brouhaha, a dull and regular beat suddenly rises. These are the kawas, the traditional guards.

Wearing the bulging breeches of their Ottoman uniforms, swords at their belts, they hammer the ground

with their heavy canes to open the way for the Franciscans. The crowd moves aside to let the procession

of the Friars Minor pass, marking as every Friday, the stations of the Way of the Cross.

It is 800 years since these religious, today counting almost two hundred, Polish, Italian, American or

French, have put themselves at the service of the Christians of the country to watch and protect the holy

places.

The guardians of the holy land, 52’ https://vimeo.com/184971204

28

Version(s) available:
French
English

In the small town of Dettwiller, in Alsace, everyone knows them. They are like water and fire ... One is as

reserved as the other is voluble. He likes "good Alsacian food", she prefers the cantatas of Bach that she

plays at night on her piano ... She is a discrete intellectual, he likes the films of Dany Boon and the

peasant’s common sense...

She is Protestant, he is Catholic ... In other times, they could have been enemies. Peppone and Don

Camillo in the country of sauerkraut. Today, they get along very well. Tim is the priest. Elisabeth, the

pastor. Together they share a common property, the only church in the village.

A roof for two, 52’ https://vimeo.com/248159493

52

Version(s) available:
French

25
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Today, modern music is indefectively tied with the magic of the recording technologies. Today musicians

now dispose of a vast array of tools to create their own audio environment at home.

The Soundstrips documentaries open the fascinating world of the best gear designers and sound

engineers on the Planet to a the everexpanding public of audiofans and musicians.

Soundtrips, 16x52’ & 8x104’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564213

74

Version(s) available:
English
English

“One Night in the Cosmos” is based on beautiful and fantastic images from NASA ans and ESA.

Throughout these series, you will discover « The Solar System », « Planet Earth », « Nebulas and Galaxie

» and « the Universe », described perfectly in an educational and philosophic way.

Discover beautiful pictures and videos taken all around the world and galaxy. Alternatively, these movies

possess incredible special effects as well as a great and spatial music.

One night in the cosmos, 4x45’ http://vimeo.com/album/1566027

75

Version(s) available:
French
English

26
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For many people, the institution of school is a life-long companion. But many others want to have nothing

more to do with it after completing their own schooling.

«School stories» propose an entertaining story of daily school life in European countries. Pupils, parents

and teachers are the ones who do the talking with an authenticity that makes the narration exciting. Each

part of the series focuses on a school in Europe – France, Germany, Poland, England, Turkey, Italy

Switzerland, Bulgaria, Sweden and Norway – which is, to a certain extent typical, for the country.

School stories, 18x26’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564228

7

Version(s) available:
French
English
English

The departure in summer camp, it's like entering the sixth, everyone remembers this mix of apprehension

and pleasure, the unknown of a first trip, a first adventure, away from home and the reassuring landmarks.

The parents, who often went there too, relive this exodus of small settlers with nostalgia, the colo, there is

no doubt that it will bring them changed, more resourceful, more mature.

Thank you daddy, thank you mommy, 52’ https://vimeo.com/91414825

587

Version(s) available:
French

The business world is not a world of equity. Women continue to be discriminated against in their

workplace. The wage gaps with men far exceed 20% and many women do not progress according to their

skills. At the top of the hierarchy, they are underrepresented.

Isabelle Bonnet-Murray followed for several months women who participated in a training within a group of

large retailers, to help them access to positions of responsibility which are too often reserved for men.

Companies and women, 52’ https://vimeo.com/109023395

162 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

In 2014, a new party broke into the Spanish political landscape, Podemos. Millions of Spanish families

victims of the 2008 crisis mobilize and take to the streets.

This film invites us to relive this human and political adventure for the first demonstrations in 2011 to the

electoral victories, becoming now the third political force.

Through exclusive interviews with the founders of the Podemos party and meetings with Podemitas, we

live within the four years that will allow young people out of transform the Spanish political landscape

aging.

Podemos, when Spain feels indignant!, 52’ https://vimeo.com/185455212

20

Version(s) available:
French
Spanish
English
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Whether they are heterosexual or homosexual, people only have one desire, to be accepted as they are.

And for that, love is a key element. However, revealing and living one's love in the open is not so easy

when you love a person of the same sex.

Tony, Stéphane, Hakim, Christelle and Céline are homosexuals. Through their crossed portrait with both

ordinary and exceptional paths, we perceive the chaotic path that leads to self-acceptance and the

acceptance by others.

All we are !, 52’ https://vimeo.com/180173339

363 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

“Beyond the waves” portrays Taro Yamamoto, an atypical young Japanese senator. Through this portrait,

Japan’s portrait is also revealed, a country that is moving towards nationalism, xenophobia and

rearmament.

It is a subjective Japan, seen by a rebel who walks against the current. We accompany him in his

struggles and his doubts.

Beyond The waves, 65’ https://vimeo.com/227245761

29

Version(s) available:
French

They survive without a job, live on thanks to the RSA (Active Solidarity Income), social benefits or family

allowances ...

For Thierry, Bruno and Sabrina, the hope of a new start is a contract of insertion on an association's

construction site. For two years, they will be able to put a foot in the world of work, have schedules, a boss

to listen to and simply discover the happiness of getting up in the morning to go "work". They will have ups

and downs, they will have to learn how to face failures and successes ... whilst some will fight to get there,

others will give up. This documentary reveals the courageous career of these labor fighters.

In the shadow of work, 52’ https://vimeo.com/253226605

33

Version(s) available:
French

The city of La Rochelle has seen and still sees, strong urban changes.

Its economic and socio-cultural evolution depends largely on its role in history and its geographical

location...

The same goes for Saint-Nazaire in Loire-Atlantique and Sète in Languedoc-Roussillon, both of which

have taken development paths specific to their history, but with similarities to the contemporary evolution

of La Rochelle. To see the city and its relationship with the coast and the sea, with another perspective

and probe its dynamics is the ambition of this film.

La Rochelle, a port in the city, 52’ https://vimeo.com/259134235

681 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

28
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This documentary reveals us one of the most talented football players of his generation, Cristiano

Ronaldo. From its beginning in Madeira until today, through Manchester and the real of Madrid, we

discover a humble man who realizes his dream of playing in the biggest football team in the world. In this

movie, he talks about himself.

This portrait is completed by the testimony of his family, his friends of childhoods, also his coaches and his

agents.This movie brings us to the light a personal and a prof route which this film brings us to the light.

An exceptional and unique documentary.

Cristiano Ronaldo smile’s, 52’ http://vimeo.com/20600752

135

Version(s) available:
Spanish
English

The Bonatti route is a movie for all kinds of audience who want to discover the philosophy and the spirit of

mountains. This discovery will be possible through the portrait of a great alpinist: Walter Bonatti.

To achieve this, Christophe Dumarest and Yann Borgnet, two young climbers, have decided to pay him a

tribute shaped as a challenge: climb at once three mythical courses opened by Walter Bonatti in the

Massif of the Mont Blanc in the fifties.

Bonatti, the spirit of climbing, 52’ https://vimeo.com/50684312

84

Version(s) available:
French
English

No-one could have predicted the success Renaud Lavillenie would one day achieve. No-one could have

thought that this athlete would one day break Sergey Bubka's world record. Renaud freed himself from all

constraints and stood out from the mainstream to create his own personal style which now makes him the

world's best pole vaulter.

This documentary retraces the personal journey of the man who made a name for himself - from his first

attempts at pole vaulting at his family home in Cognac to his 6m16 world record in Donetsk. A life's

dedication to pole vaulting.

Jean Galfione, Thierry Vigneron, Sergey Bubka and those close to Renaud tell us his extraordinary story.

Lavillenie flies higher than Sergueï Bubka, 52’ https://vimeo.com/98121927

590

Version(s) available:
French

« Au coeur de la tribune » plunges us into the universe of the "mythical" fans of Racing Club de Lens. In a

new way, the film turns its back on the playing field to give us a look at the life of the fans and share it with

us, in the city as in the stands, with tenderness and complicity.

Another look at the backstage of the bleachers in blood and gold colors!

In the heart of the supporters of the Lens Racing Club, 52’ https://vimeo.com/137841814

361 NEW

Version(s) available:
French

29
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"River Trips" is a five-part series travelling around the world, telling the story of the people who live on the

heavily travelled waterways of the world, their different ways of life and their various forms of boats such a

classic barge on the Rhine, a logging raft in Canada, a two-storied African pinna or a Vietnamese junk

wandering its way up the Mekong. We meet boatmen, commercial travellers, fishermen and

washerwomen, but also doctors, lumberjacks, woodcutters and many more. The series enters into their

hidden daily life, allowing us to see unique insights into their unfamiliar world.

River Trips, 5x52’ & 5x43’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564178

56

Version(s) available:
French
English
German

This documentary offers us to travel all around the world for a full immersion inside different countries with

Stéphanie and her backpack filled of energy and curiosity.

The objective is simple: discover outdoor activities and local cultures. From one place to another: Maldives

to Balkans going through the Central Asian steppes and Ireland, Stéphanie invites us to follow her in every

step of the way and share her unexpected encounters. A new way to discover cultures form this world.

The destinations: Ireland, Bulgaria, Bosnia, Cambodia, Bolivia, Madagascar, Sri Lanka, Northern Canada,

Island, Mongolia and Guinea Bissau.

An air of ..., 10x52’ https://vimeo.com/album/5044460

88

Version(s) available:
French

At the start of this film, there's an original expedition... Exploring some Chinese mountains that are little

known to western mountaineers, located in the massif of the Siguniang in the heart of Sichuan. The

ambition of the French climbers is to allow a new cultural encounter. Indeed, the French climbers will climb

side by side with their Chinese counterparts. Will mountaineering prove to be a cultural and linguistic

bridge?

An extraordinary trip is what the members of the expedition "Siguniang m’était conté" experienced under

the aegis of the High Mountain Gendarmerie Platoon.

Siguniang, Chinese adventure in altitude, 52’ https://vimeo.com/91413766

577

Version(s) available:
French

In Peru, Stephane meets the Shipibos Indians, connoisseurs of the masters of the forest and the power of

plants.

But what did Stéphane come to do here, this French city dweller, in this wild universe? He is neither an

adventurer, nor a scientist, nor even a disciple of Levi-Strauss.

He is a researcher of exceptional fragrances and a researcher of raw materials that he discovers at the

crossroads between nature and the traditions of indigenous peoples.

On the trail of scents, a shamanic fragrance, 52’ https://vimeo.com/91413924

578

Version(s) available:
French

30
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This spectacular and surprising documentary filmed over a period of three years, gives the portrait of an

Old World predator, the European otter, a secretive, fearsome and often unpredictable animal, as it

competes for territory, hunts, mates and rears its young.

An Otter world, 52’ http://vimeo.com/19697556

275

Version(s) available:
French
English

With the difficult conditions of the Desert the animals have developed their adaptation and ability for

reproduction and surviving.

Hidden, clandestine and under the ground this invisible life is revealed to us in this documentary.

It shows a new world, and offer a wonderful show. So we can discover the exiting fauna life in this vast of

sand.

Living in the desert, 5 x 52’ https://vimeo.com/259837734

31

Version(s) available:
French

31
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A log-book of street games for children from 7 to 12. An invitation to travel through the world of play to

discover others.

A step in a different direction, a window on the world, through the eyes of children who open the door to

their daily lives and surroundings.

A few countries in the first series: France, Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Portugal, Brazil, Mexico, Kosovo,

Syria, Morocco, Algeria, Guadeloupe.

Let’s Play, 13x13’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564171
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Portuguese

Two children – two young explorers – start out on a journey to discover a barren and mysterious land:

Antarctica. In the company of a scientist they share their feelings from the end of the world, in this setting

outside human civilization.

The ambition of this programme is to stimulate children’s knowledge of nature and the world by close

encounters with animals. We will let our young explorers investigate many themes among Penguins,

Albatrosses, Icebergs, Terns, Seagulls, Seals, the underwater world...  

The ice way, 13X13’ http://vimeo.com/album/1564180
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